
Semantic Analysis and Semantic Grammars 
Semantic Analysis:  
Analyzing sentence for its meaning and its representation as a structure that is created by mapping individual words into 
corresponding objects in the knowledge base and combining the words with each other using semantic rules. 
Generally, a parse structure created by syntactic parsing is analyzed further and a semantic structure is created. But in some 
approaches, syntactic and semantic phases are combined into one, the sentence if syntactically correct, will be transformed to 
its semantic structure directly. 
Semantic Processing: 

1. Lexical Processing: look up the meaning of an individual word from the lexicon (dictionary). There may be more 

than one meaning for a word in the lexicon. The process of determining correct meaning is called lexicon 
disambiguation. 

2. Approaches for creating semantic representation of a sentence: 
2.1 Semantic Grammar: Combining syntactic and semantic processing involves collapsing them into a single 

uniform framework. This results in semantic grammar that is similar to context-free grammar incorporating 
semantic information in the syntactic rules. Semantic rules look like regular grammar except that it uses semantic 
categories for terminal symbols. 

Table 1. Context-Free Grammar Table 2. Semantic Grammar (Extension of CFG) 
<S>               →  < 𝑁𝑃 >< 𝑉𝑃 > <S>               →  < 𝑁𝑃_𝐴 >< 𝑉𝑃_𝑅𝑒𝑠 > 

 <S>               →  < 𝑁𝑃_𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 >< 𝑉𝑃_𝐷𝑒𝑝 > 

<NP>            → (<Det>)<Noun>|<Name> <NP_A>→ (<Det>)<Noun_A>|< P_Name> 

 <NP_Vehicle>→(<Det>)<Noun_Vehicle>< PP > 

< VP >           → < Verb >< NP > (<PP>) < VP_Res > →   < Verb_Res >< NP_Vehicle > 

 < VP_Res > →   < Verb_Res >< NP_NonA >for< P_NonA > 

 < VP_Dep > →   < Verb_Dep >< PP > 

< 𝑃𝑃 >          →  < 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑝 >< 𝑁𝑃 > < 𝑃𝑃 >          → to | from |  < 𝐿𝑜𝑐 > 

< 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑝 >      →  to | for |from  

< 𝐷𝑒𝑡 >        →  a | the |an < 𝐷𝑒𝑡 >        →  a | the |an 

< 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑛 >     → bus | train |man | ticket < 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑛_𝐴 >          → man 

 < 𝑃_𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 >          → John | Mike 

 < 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑛_𝑁𝑜𝑛𝐴 >          → ticket 

 < 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑛_𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 >     → bus | train  

< 𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 >    → John | Mike |Delhi | Mumbai < 𝐿𝑜𝑐 >    → Delhi | Mumbai 

< 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑏 >       → books | reserves |leaves| departs < 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑏_𝑅𝑒𝑠 >       → books | reserves 

 < 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑏_𝐷𝑒𝑝 >       → leaves| departs 

2.2 Definite Clause Grammar, DCG 
This is an extended and augmented CFG. Parser for a DCG can be implemented using Prolog. The grammar-rules in 
DCG consist of a left-hand side corresponding to the particular part of ordinary Prolog rules and right-hand side 
corresponds to the condition part or body of Prolog rule. The two sides of DCG rule are separated by an arrow 
symbol. Semantics can be obtained in the form of first-order predicate logic, for this, we include one more 
argument in sentence predicate which captures the semantic structure called logical form (LF) of a sentence. 

Table 1. DCG for sentence of the form, ”noun is a noun” for returning LF while parsing. 

DCG Rules Rule Number 
sentence(LF) → np(N), vp(V), (LF = V(N)) 1 

np(N) → noun(N) 2 

np(N) → det, noun(N) 3 

vp(V) → aux_ verb, np(V) 4 

det  → [a] 5 

aux_ verb  →  [is] 6 

noun(man) →   [man] 7 

noun(girl) →   [girl] 8 

noun(crow) →  [crow] 9 

noun(bird) →   [bird] 10 

noun(John) → [John] 11 

noun(mary) →  [mary] 12 
 



Case Grammar 
 

Extract meaning of a sentence and express in the form of cases. Six Cases were proposed by Fillmore (1968). They are: 
1. AGENTIVE (agent) 
2. OBJECTIVE (object) 
3. INSTRUMENTAL (instrument) 
4. DATIVE (which covers experience) 
5. FACTIVE (which covers an action) 
6. LOCATIVE (Location of an action) 

 
An example Case Frame 

Case Frame 

Cases Values 

Action Give 

Agent John 

Object Apple 

Beneficiary Mike 

Time Past 

Location Kitchen 

 

Generation of Case Frame 
Transition Diagrams for English Grammar 
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Cases finding Rules for English 

Case Rule Example 
Agent Case 1. For active sentence, if it has { < NP > < VP > } form, 

then noun of NP is an agent. 
 

John gets food for 
Mary. 

2. For passive sentence, { < NP1 >  
< third form of verb  > < NP2 >  <   by > 
< NP3 > }, then animate noun of  NP3 is an agent. 

Mike was given a book 
by John. 

Object Case 1. If { < verb >  < NP1 >  < to/for > < verb >     
< NP2 > }, then non animate noun of   NP2  is an 
object. 

John went to market to 
buy fruits. 

2. If { < verb >  < NP >    < to/for  >  < verb >  }, 
then non-animate noun of NP  is an object. 

John gave a book to 
read. 

3. If {  < verb > < NP  containing non animate noun  > 
}, then non animate noun of NP is an object. 

John gets food for 
Mary. 

Beneficiary 
Case 

1. If { < for >  < NP with animate noun >  }, then 
animate noun of NP is beneficiary. 

John gets food for 
Mary. 

2. If { < from >  < NP > }, then animate subject (noun) 
of a sentence is beneficiary. 

Mike buys a book for 
John. 

3. If { < to >   
< NP with animate noun  and verb is ‘give’ > }, then 
noun of NP is beneficiary. 

John gives a book to 
Mary. 

Source and 
Goal 
Location 
Case 

1. If { < from >  < NP with Non animate noun >    }, 
then non animate noun of NP following ‘from’ is  
Source Location Case. 

John is coming from 
India. 

2. If {  < to >  < NP with non animate noun  >  }, then 
non animate noun is NP is Goal Location Case. 

John is coming to India. 

3. If { < to >  < verb >  }, then To_purpose Case is filled He is going to eat an 
apple. 

Location 
Case 

1. If { < in > |  < on > |  < at > | <  NP > }, then noun 
is NP fills Location Case. 

Book is on the table. 

Instrument 
Case 

1. If { < with/by >   < NP with non animate noun > }, 
then noun in NP fill Instrument Case. 

John went to market 
by car. 

Co-Agent 
Case 

1. If {   < with >  < NP  with animate noun >  }, then 
animate noun of NP fills Co-Agent Case. 

Mike is going with 
John. 

2. If { < NP with animate noun >    and 
<
NP with animate noun  at subject place in the sentence >   
}, then animate noun of NP followed by ‘and’ fills Co-
Agent Case. 

John and Mary are 
eating food. 

Purpose 
Case 

1. If { < for/ to >     <  verb >  } then verb fills up 
Purpose Case. 

John is buying fruits to 
eat. 

Comparator 
Case 

1. If { < than >  <  noun >  }, then we get Comparator 
Case. 

John is taller than 
Mike. 

 
 
 



Semantic Web 

Data and information that is available on the web is made into machine readable/understandable form, called Meta-Data. This 

data can be processed independent of application, platform, or domain, and can be acted on in useful ways. 
It comprises of  

1. XML: Extensible Markup Language, a general purpose specification for creating custom markup languages similar to 

HTML.  

2. XML Schema: A language for describing the structure of an XML document. They provide structure, content, and 

semantics of XML document in detail. 

3. RDF: Resource Description Framework – a domain independent model for describing resources. 

4. RDF Schema: an extensible knowledge representation language for describing properties and classes of RDF 

resources. 

5. Web Ontology Language (OWL): Ontology is an explicit specification of conceptualization for the objects, the 

concepts, and other entities in a domain and relationships that hold among them. OWL is a semantic markup 

language and is developed as a vocabulary extension of RDF. 

1. XML: Example, represent “a circular from head to faculty for a meeting” in XML. 

<circular> 
<to> Faculty </to> 
<from> Head </from> 
<heading> Faculty Meeting </heading> 
<body> There is a meeting of the faculty in committee room on 12/06/2016 </body> 
<circular> 
 

XML Schema: the purpose of XML Schema is to define the valid building blocks of an XML document, and it consists of the 
following things: 

1. Elements and attributes that can appear in a document 
2. Elements appearing as child elements, their order and number of child elements 
3. Whether an element is empty or can include text 
4. Data types for elements and attributes with default and fixed values for elements and attributes. 

2. XML Schema: Example, Define simple XML document to describe a book and show the corresponding XML Schema. 

XML Representation for a Book 

<book> 
              <title> . . . </title> 
              <author> . . . </author> 
              <abstract> . . . </abstract> 
              <publisher> 
                            <name> . . . </name> 
                          <address> . . . </address> 
                  </publisher> 
<book> 
Fill with appropriate information in the place of . . .  
 

XML Schema 

<xs:schema 
          xmlns:xs=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema> 
</xs:schema> 
<xs:element name=”title” type=”xs:string”/> 
<xs:element name=”author” type=”xs:string”/> 
      | 
      | 
      | 
XML Schema is basically similar to database schema where we define structure consisting of attributes with their corresponding 
types. 

 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema


3. RDF: Resource Description Framework 
The basic data model used to build the semantic web is called Resource Description Framework that is domain-independent 
model for describing resources. A resource may be name, place, constant, web pages (URL address), parts of web pages, or 
even physical objects and can be represented by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). RDF uses URIs to represent data, usually in 
triple structures <subject, relation, object>. The subject in triple structure is the URI of some resource; the predicate is also 
represented by an URI that expresses some relationship between the subject and the object. The object is either a literal or 
another resource represented by a URI. 

 
3. RDF: Examples 

Web page “http:/www.cs.xuniv.ac.in” has been created by Cris,  

RDF terms for various parts of the statement above are: 
1. The subject is the URL: http://www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris 
2. The predicate is the word “creator”. 
3. The object is the phrase “Cris”.  

The corresponding RDF statement is as follows: 
http://www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/ ~cris <rel : creator> <”Cris”> 

 

If web page http://www/cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris/index.htm has a link http:/www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris/course. htm to a 
course named as “Artificial Intelligence”.  

The following are the triple RDF notation: 
1. The subject is the URL: http://www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris/index.htm 
2. The predicate is the word “has_AI”. 
3. The object is the phrase: http://www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris/course.htm 

The RDF representation: 
< http://www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris/index.htm> 
             <relations : has_AI> 
                      <http:// www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris/course.htm> 

 
4. RDF Schema 
An extensible language for  describing classes of RDF resources. It provides basic elements for the description of ontologies 
(called RDF vocabularies). The main constructs of RDF Schema are: 

1. Classes: “rdfs:Class” allows to declare a resource as a class for other resources. 
2. Subclasses: “rdfs:subClassOf” allows to declare hierarchies of classes. For example, the following declares that ‘Every 

Man is a Person’. 
Foaf: rdfs:subClassOf foaf:Person 
Here man is subclass of person. 

Hierarchies of classes support inheritance of a property domain and range from a class to its subclasses, “rdfs:domain” and 
rdfs:range” of an “rdf:property” declares the class of the subject in a triple using this property as predicate and the class of the 
object in a triple using this property as predicate. 
RDF helps to give structure to web content, whereas ontologies are used for relating the resource subject such as 
<cs/faculty/~cris:cris> with predicate <rel:faculty>. RDF Schema is a simple ontology language written in RDF that allows the 
creation of vocabularies (ontologies) with classes, properties, and subclass/superclass hierarchies. 

 
Ontology 
An explicit specification of terms present in the domain, example Educational Institutions. Class nodes are oval shaped and 
instances are in rectangular boxes. 

 
  
 
                                                                  
 
                                                                  
 
 

Faculty 

Library 

IT   Academics 

Administration 

Educational 

Institute 

Students 

http://www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/%20~criss
http://www/cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris/index.htm
http://www.cs.xuniv.ac.in/~cris/index.htm


Web Ontology Language OWL (see www.w3.org/standards/techs) 
The W3C Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a Semantic Web language designed to represent rich and complex knowledge about 
things, groups of things, and relations between things. OWL is a computational logic-based language such that knowledge 
expressed in OWL can be exploited by computer programs, e.g., to verify the consistency of that knowledge or to make implicit 
knowledge explicit. OWL documents, known as ontologies, can be published in the World Wide Web and may refer to or be 
referred from other OWL ontologies. OWL is part of the W3C’s Semantic Web technology stack, which 
includes RDF, RDFS, SPARQL, etc. The current version of OWL, also referred to as “OWL 2”, was developed by the [W3C OWL 
Working Group] (now closed) and published in 2009, with a Second Edition published in 2012.  

 
 

 
Figure 1. Structure of OWL 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Structure of OWL 2 Ontologoes. 

 
 

http://www.w3.org/standards/techs
https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/RDF
https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/RDFS
https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/SPARQL
http://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/OWL_Working_Group
http://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/OWL_Working_Group
http://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/OWL_Working_Group

